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INTERNET OF THINGS

BUILD THE CITY OF TOMORROW

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

SMART CITIES

Transform your business by integrating IoT technology to gain actionable insights, 
optimize production, and reduce operational risks. The Internet of Things has the 
potential to create limitless possibilities for the future. 
Develop smart solutions to overcome challenges by implementing ideas you never 

thought possible and discover innovative ways to improve your business with Azulle 
for IoT.

Smart cities use IoT devices such as connected sensors, lights, and meters to collect and analyze data. Integrating IoT devices into 
city infrastructure increases energy efficiency, reduces congestion, and decreases maintenance budgets. Build the city of the future 
and improve the overall quality of life.

Azulle is one of the few official Windows IoT distributors. Our products are available with authentic Windows IoT Core and 
Enterprise licenses that let you build flexible innovative solutions to propel your business. Windows IoT Core is made for smaller 
devices, designed for Internet of Things projects. Windows IoT Enterprise is optimized to run unattended inside a device, like a 
POS terminal, kiosk or outdoor display.

Ready to take the next step? Azulle offers personalized opportunities and specialized services for your business. We provide the 
ability to install custom software into our devices, making it easier for clients to create, implement, and deploy solutions to run 
their business. Contact us for a one-on-one consultation, wholesale pricing, or distribution. 

To find out how we can create the perfect solution for your business, get in touch with our team for a one on one consultation.

CREATE PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCES
RETAIL

As technology advances, consumers have higher expectations for their shopping experiences. Retailers are investing in IoT 
technologies to retain customers and increase revenue. Build smarter stores and create more tailored experiences to engage 
customers.

Azulle offers a portfolio of versatile products that fit into any end-to-end IoT solution. Our mini PC’s are made with fanless 
technology and high-quality components to provide durability and flexibility for all environments. All of our mini PCs are 
customizable and support a variety of operating systems and are compatible with a wide range of software and hardware options. 
Azulle has proven to provide quality products with a defect rate less than 1%. capable of meeting all business needs with 
outstanding performance.

LET’S BUILD SMART SOLUTIONS TOGETHER

GET IN TOUCH

RETHINK YOUR BUSINESS WITH IOT

REDEFINE WHAT’S 
POSSIBLE 
WITH IOT

HOW TO GET STARTEDWITH
THE INTERNET OF THINGS

AUTOMATE INDUSTRIAL EFFICIENCY
IIOT

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is the use of smart sensors and actuators to enhance manufacturing and industrial processes. 
Incorporating IoT into the industrial environments helps optimize operations by connecting machines and advanced analytics. 
Monitor, collect, analyze, and deliver valuable new insights easily and efficiently. 

WINDOWS IoT LICENSE


